
Thank you for giving up your spare time to be a Just Move Leader.
Your role includes looking after the well being of the women who walk and run with us as well as 

representing Just Move Group in the community.
 

By agreeing to be a Just Move leader you are agreeing to this simple Code of Conduct to ensure 
that you, and the women that we lead, are safe, supported and encouraged. 

I agreed to:

1 Come to Just Move to support the members rather than to run for myself. 

2 Recognise that success is different for everyone and all are equally worthy of recognition.

3 Talk about progress positively, whatever form that progress takes.

4 Use positive language at all times and avoid the use of terms like ‘top’ or ‘bottom’ group.

5 Keep personal information confidential.

6 Wear safety lights, bright reflective clothing and appropriate foot wear.

7 Take part in warm up and cool down activities alongside Just Move members.

8 Signpost women to professional nutrition or therapeutic experts rather than give advice.

9 Positively represent Just Move and its members outside of Monday night meets.

Leader roles:
Each group will be supported by a Leader at the front and rear and sometimes the middle. Each 
group needs access to a mobile phone in case of emergencies.

Front leader   
Carry a phone or other devise to assist you to set and maintain the agreed pace for your group; 
agree the route; ensure all runners stay behind you; lead the cool down for your group; count 
the group members back in; ensure the group is safe

Middle leader
Encourage the women in the centre of the group and lead a second group should the group 
naturally split; ensure there is good communication between the front and rear of the group to 
avoid stringing out; ensure the group is safe.

Rear leader
To ensure no one is left to run or walk alone; to encourage anyone struggling with pace or 
endurance and explain options for changing groups if that is wise; to count the group members 
out and back in; ensure the group is safe.
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